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Librarians and teachers, students, writers, and researchers all praise Cassell's revised dictionaries for their high vocabulary content—fullness of definition—and phonetic key to pronunciation. Combine all these features with the handy size (5¾" x 8¼") and attractive appearance, and you can readily see why Cassell's French, German, and Latin dictionaries are first choice.

**CASSELL'S NEW FRENCH DICTIONARY**
(French-English, English-French)
Edited by Ernest A. Baker; Director of the University of London School of Librarianship

The more than 68,000 French entries which this dictionary contains include words used in ordinary speech and the best modern writings, as well as words and phrases found in the French classics. In this revision many new words are added—the letter "A" alone shows an increase of more than 2,000 words. 1044 pages, more than 68,000 French entries, more than 40,000 English entries, $5.00 plain, $5.75 with thumb index.

**CASSELL'S NEW GERMAN DICTIONARY**
(German-English, English-German)
By Karl Breul, late Schroeder Professor of German in the University of Cambridge

In this revision, the dictionary covers a large part of the German etymological development since the First World War. It has been a standard work for college students interested in literary German. Now, with the inclusion of an extensive scientific and technical vocabulary it becomes valuable to science majors as well. 1519 pages, more than 87,000 German entries, more than 45,000 English entries, $5.00 plain, $5.75 with thumb index.

**CASSELL'S LATIN DICTIONARY**
(Latin-English, English-Latin)
Revised by J. R. V. Merchant and Joseph F. Charles.

This is a dictionary of classical Latin. In this edition many archaic, or post-Augustan, words were omitted. The constant aim was to illustrate construction and usage by introducing a greater and greater number of quotations. Historical and geographical entries were greatly increased. Etymologies were added. 941 pages, more than 26,000 Latin entries, $5.00 plain, $5.75 with thumb index.

Order these fine Dictionaries Today
Funk & Wagnalls Company

Please mention C & R L when corresponding with its advertisers.